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Bespoke wine cellars are becoming increasingly popular in 
luxury homes.

Forget the dark, dusty wine cellars of the past. Today’s high-
spec, walk-in wine rooms can be in the heart of the home, offering 
owners a new way to safely store and showcase their prized collection.

Winchester architect Scot Masker, director of Pro Vision, has designed 
wine stores for high-end properties ranging from traditional underground 
cellars with vaulted brick ceilings to glitzy, glass-walled, wine rooms 
adjoining the kitchen.

The ideal temperature for storing wine is around 55°F(10°C). Cellars 
or basements are nearly always naturally the right temperature. 

Modern technology means wine no longer needs to be kept underground. 
Wine can be stored in climate-controlled rooms next to the kitchen, 
lounge, hallway, dining room or even swimming pool. 

Wine rooms can become entertainment areas with a tasting table, 
bespoke timber or steel racking and LED-lit bottles. Technology is not only 
about storing wine in optimum conditions but also creating showpieces.

“Wine cellars are the new must-haves, particularly for London leavers 
heading for the Home Counties,” said Mr Masker. The former chairman 
of Hampshire branch RIBA recommends home owners hire an architect 
to design a wine space to meet their individual requirements.

“For example, if the client entertains frequently they may like a very 
accessible store, next to their dining or entertainment room. If it is 
serious hobby for one plus a select few, then a bespoke basement space 
for tasting and storage might be appropriate.

“Wine cellars are really fun to design. And when they are finished, 
it is always a treat to be invited back by the client to share a bottle.”

Quantifying what value a wine cellar adds to your home is difficult, 
said George Clarendon, partner at Knight Frank and head of the 
Winchester office. 

“It is down to individual preference. Some people may be more excited 
about a walled vegetable garden. It is a case of what passions or hobbies 
they want to follow.”

But he said a wine room or cellar can be a feature that helps to set it 
apart from other properties on the market.  

 “People love going down the older cellars with the brick arches or bins 

as they are called and seeing the wine all stacked up. The newer ones 
don’t usually have the same authenticity as the older ones but they can 
be pretty cool spaces with glass walls, temperature control and amazing 
racking systems.” 

Mr Clarendon has seen owners renovate old cellars, getting builders 
to plaster and waterproof the area so they are more welcoming spaces. 

Building a new wine store can cost anything between £5,000 to 
£250,000-plus for a large basement cellar holding thousands of bottles. 

Journey’s End, a bespoke furniture maker near Romsey, has installed 
oak cabinets and shelving for wine rooms in two high-end properties in 
the past year. Co-owner Matt Bishop said: “The wine room is secondary 
to what is in it (bottles) in terms of value. That is what clients get really 
excited about.” 

For those lacking space for a dedicated room, his company also makes 
‘wine walls’ – customised shelving that line a room like a bookshelf 
for between £1,200 and £2,000.  These can hold hundreds of bottles. 

Wine expert Andy Chamberlain said bottles needed to be protected 
from heat, light and humidity. “The living room would be okay for a 
year or two but long-term cellary affects the flavour. Wine should be 
stored somewhere dark and cool where the temperature fluctuates the 
least. A cellar is ideal,” he said.

For those who don’t have a cellar or customised room, he suggests 
storing wine under the stairs, in the garage or sending it to a professional 
wine storage company.

The kitchen is the worst place to keep wines due to fluctuating 
temperatures, said Mr Chamberlain, of Utopia which has stores in 
Winchester, Kings Worthy and Stockbridge. 

Architect Mr Masker said clients hired him to create bespoke spaces 
where they can keep and enjoy fine wines. “They always become great 
entertaining spaces, usually centred around a tasting table and a unique 
feature room.”

From vineyard to vault
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Wine cellars add vintage appeal to larger properties
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